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as industrial robots, biotechnology, and other new technology
companies. She urges investors
to be highly selective in their
Offshore (US)
stock-picking, suggesting that
Offshore (HK)
Offshore $94bn (1%)
$431bn (6%)
$1,783bn (26%)
they look for well-known names.
While China’s government
tinkers with liberalisation of the
equities market, it has made a
bold and huge move in opening
the interbank bond market.
Until this year, China’s
onshore bond market – the
third-largest in the world, worth
an estimated $7trn – was closed
Onshore $6,904bn (99%)
Onshore $ 4,764bn (68%)
to foreigners. Lo says foreigners
could only buy exchanged traded
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bonds on Chinese exchanges. He
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estimates that just 2-3% of China’s exchanged trade bonds are
held by foreigners.
Maldonado says: “Chinese bonds are maschanger,” he says, adding that the real growth
sively under-owned. Typically, Western investors
driver of China’s economy is the new economy.
have US, French, German, and Japanese bonds
“This is quite encouraging. A crucial issue is
in their portfolios, but less than 1% in Chinese
price. The stocks are expensive.”
bonds.”
Pang says foreign investors will look to what
He notes that Chinese bonds offer a higher
she calls China’s “extremely new” sectors, such

1. Size of Chinese equity
markets ($bn)

2. Size of Chinese bond
markets ($bn)

yield, against zero to negative in developed market bonds. In most global bond benchmarks, for
instance, he says, French bonds account for 15%,
when its government bond market is about the
size of the Chinese market.
The credibility of ratings on Chinese bonds,
however, may be deterring foreign investors.
Many Chinese corporate bonds are rated triple
A or double A. “There isn’t enough distribution
of ratings and we don’t see many bankruptcies
in China,” observes a China fund manager. An
overhang of high corporate debt and rising nonperforming loans continues to cast a pall over
China’s economy.
Francis Cheung, head of China and Hong
Kong strategy at CLSA, a leading broking ﬁrm,
says China’s potential bad debt was RMB11.4trn
at the end of 2015. That is equivalent to 16.9%
of GDP.
That said, Cheung echoes the views of an
increasing number of economists and analysts
who argue that China has averted a hard landing.
Like Maldonado, they are sanguine. “We
started the year with investors worrying a lot
about China,” he says. “Now, it is not a big concern – and people are worried about other parts
of the world.”

The rise of the renminbi
Joseph Mariathasan discusses the rise of the renminbi with
Prof Eswar Prasad of Cornell University
Currency
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hat China hopes to accomplish, argues
Prof Eswar Prasad, is to use its currency’s rise to prominence as a tool for
increasing economic and strategic inﬂuence in
the world. In addition, the notion of making the
renminbi an important global currency serves
several domestic objectives in terms of ﬁnancial market liberalisation and reforms and even
broader economic liberalisation and reforms.
The notion that a great economic power such
as China needs to have a currency that
matches its effect on the world economic stage has proved to be a useful
framework for economic reformers
in China to pursue their agenda. It
is a ‘Trojan horse’ strategy which, by
getting China’s leaders to buy into the
notion that a great economic power
must have a great currency, impels
certain reforms which ultimately will
be good for China, independent of what
happens to the currency.
Looking at what China has accomplished since the beginning of 2015,
virtually every measure – the ﬁnancial markets liberalisation, the moves
towards allowing market forces a greater
role in determining exchange rates, the
explicit deposit insurance system, various capital account opening measures – is in some way
or another, related to making the renminbi an
important currency.
To achieve the establishment of the renminbi
as a signiﬁcant reserve currency there are several

prerequisites: having broad and liquid ﬁnancial
markets so that foreign investors have a lot of
renminbi assets they can invest in; a more ﬂexible exchange rate; and a more open capital
account together with a robust ﬁnancial regulatory framework. But while they are all seen as
important to China, every one of these reforms
faces opposition. Prasad argues that once the
country’s leadership has embraced the notion
that these reforms are necessary to make
the renminbi a more global currency, it
makes it easier to get around the sources of
opposition.
What is likely to be the endgame in the
evolution of the renminbi? The notion that
the renminbi is an international currency
implies that it is used in trade transactions
around the world. It has made remarkable
progress since 2009-10, essentially starting
from a zero base. This can be seen in the
fact that about 25-30% of China’s international trade is denominated in renminbi
and China accounts for about 12% of
world trade, so roughly 3% of international
trade transactions are now denominated in
renmibi.
The magnitude might not be that striking, but
the trajectory is, although there has been ﬂatter
growth in the past year and a half. But once the
Chinese economy stabilises, the upward trajectory will be resumed, assuming that China continues with ﬁnancial sector reforms.
The renminbi is well on its way to becoming a reserve currency. It formally entered the

International Monetary Fund’s Special Drawing Rights (SDR) basket with a status as an elite
global currency in 2016 with 10.92% weighting,
larger than that of the British pound and the
Japanese yen. It has already become a de facto
reserve currency with many central banks around
the world, including Chile, Austria, UK and a host
of economies in Asia, including South Korea and
Japan, having the renminbi as some portion of
their foreign reserves.
About 34 central banks have also signed bilateral local currency swap arrangements with China’s central bank, giving them access to renminbi
liquidity. Prasad sees the renminbi becoming a
signiﬁcant reserve currency, possibly rivalling the
yen and the §pound, each of which account for 4%
to 5% of global reserves.
Despite the rapid progress in the internationalisation of the renminbi, what China will not be
able to do in a hurry, argues Prasad, is to make
the renminbi become a ‘safe haven’ currency, one
which investors turn to during times of turmoil.
This is a distinction that did not exist in the past,
as other reserve currencies are also safe haven
currencies.
To become a signiﬁcant reserve currency it is
necessary to have an open capital account, good
ﬁnancial markets and ﬂexible exchange rates, and
China is gradually achieving all of these. But to
be a safe haven currency, says Prasad, the trust of
foreign investors is also necessary. That requires
a few things: an open and transparent system of
government with checks and balances; trusted
public institutions, particularly an independent
central bank; and the rule of law.
China’s leadership has made it clear that it is
willing to proceed with economic reforms. But it
is not willing to make political, legal and institutional reforms. As a result, says Prasad, while the
renminbi will challenge sterling and the yen, it
will ﬁnd it difficult to challenge the euro or seriously challenge the dollar.
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